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SUMMARY 

NovaGold Resources Inc. holds a 100% interest in the L i g h m e m p e s t  Property, consisting of the 
LIGHTNING 1-152 and TEMPEST 1-60 Claims, roughly 180 lan north of Ross River, Yukon. The 
properly is located within the Selwyn Basin which consists of a broad package of Paleozoic sediments 
extending ESE from north-west of Dawson City to the Yukon-NWT border north of the major NW-SE 
trending Tmtina Fault Zone. This stratigraphy consists of shallow shelf to off-shelf marine clastic and 
chemical sediments. as well as basinal clastic sediments derived from the Ancient North American 
Platform to the northeast. Age of deposition ranges from Late Precambrian to Permian The Mid- 
Cretaceous Tombstone-Tungsten Suite has been emplaced into Selwyn basin stratigraphy, and occurs as an 
ESE trending belt extending for over 500 kilometres from the Alaskan border to the Yukon-NWT border. 
Intrusives are believed to control much of the economic gold mineralization within the Selwyn Basin. 

Extensive thrust faulting began during Late Jurassic time; resulting in creation of an ESE trending south 
dipping compressional regime, followed by an extensional tectonic regime marked by high angle 
orthogonal faults. 

The Lightninflempesl Property is underlain by a WNW-trending sequence of thrnst-faulted members of 
Earn Group chert pebble conglomerate, greywacke and shale, and Road River Gmnp shale and phyllite. 
Several altered qua& porphyritic monzonite dikes, including a set just north of the northern fault, extend 
roughly parallel to stratigraphy. Minor diorite and lamprophyre dikes occur at several locations. 

Closely spaced reconnaissance traversing and local detailed exploration have revealed several broad gold 
geochemical anomalies across the property. The most signif~cant is a six square kilometre area of strongly 
anomalous gold values in silt along an ESE trendmg lineament within northern parts of the p r o m .  
Coincident gold-silver a n o d e s  with values to 300 ppb Au and 118 gpt Ag were returned from this zone. 
Samplmg of the northern dike occurrence returned values to 735 ppb Au, with low silver values, implying a 
separate local source for coincident gold-silver anomalies. 

Geological mapping and geochemical sampling in 1999 indicate a local intensification of the compressional 
regime underlying the northern area of the property. The lineaments have been interpreted as east-southeast 
trending south dipping thrust faults with possible transpressional reactivation. Results from 1999 
exploration roughly one kilometre south-west of the main dike occurrence indicate an east-southeast 
trending, south dipping thrust fault emplacing Earn Group strongly graphitic black shale atop underlying 
Road River group phyllite and shale. Well developed limonitic qnartz and quartz-carbnate stockworkand 
veining extends across the contact. The strong graphitic alteration suggests significant tectonic movement 
occurred along this fault plane, associated with substantial hydrothermal fluid emplacement. 

This thrnst fault may be one of several similar subparallel thrust faults in this region acting as conduits for 
fluid movement and possible subsequent metal deposition Soil and silt sampling in 1999 delineated a 
broad 1400m x 5OOm gold and pathfmder element anomaly coinciding with the interpreted thrust fault 
southwest of the main dike occurrence. The anomaly is comprised of consistently weakly anomalous gold 
values to 35 ppb Au with moderately anomalous silver to 9.5 gpt Ag with anomalous zinc, antimony and 
arsenic values. Abundant fenicrete occurs at specific elevations along streams draining the area. Similar 
anomalous gold and pathfmder element valuesere returned from westward extensions of this fault and the 
next fault contact to the north, proximal to the dike and coincident gold and silver-in-silt showings. 

The Lightninflempest Property contains sizeable geochemical anomalies suggestive of significant deep- 
seated mineralized settings. However, a commitment must be made towards an exploration program 
capable of delineating deep-seated or overburden covered prospects through staged exgloration phases. An 
initial phase of surface exploration, including grid establishment, channel sampling, geophysical surveying 
and trenching should be undertaken to establish viability of drill targets. Subsequent programs will be 
based on resnlts obtained 



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introductory Statement 

The Lightning Property consists of 212 contiguous quartz mining claims (Lightning 1-152 and Tempest 1- 
60) covering a 47 square kilometre area within NTS Sheet 105Nl10, in the Mayo Mining District (Fig. 1). 
The claims are 100% held by NovaGold Resources Inc. 

The 1999 exploration program involved geological mapping rock, soil and silt sampling across previously 
delineated geochemically anomalous areas. 

1.2 Location and Access 

The Lightning Property is located roughly 180 kilometres north of Ross River, Yukon Temtory, and 
roughly 150 kilometers east of Mayo, Yukon. The property is centered at 63"68' North latitude, 133"07' 
West longitude on NTS Map Sheet 105N/10. 

Access is by helicopter from a base camp located at Fairweather Lake roughly ten kilometers to the south. 
Accommodations are available at Swan Lake Lodge thirty-five kilometres to the northwest. 

1.3 Physiography and Vegetation 

Properly topography consists of fairly rugged mountains of moderate elevation with a prominent NW-SE 
trending ridge attaining 1700m of ele\ation across northern regions. Rubblecrop and talus with fairly 
abundant outcrop cover higher elevations. 

Lower elevations are covered by typical cordilleran boreal spruce and fir forest grading into stunted 
conifers and buckbrnsh towards the tree line. Alpine tundra vegetation covers higher elevations. 

1.4 Regional Exploration History and Competitor Activity 

The property is located witbh a large larderexplored p m o n  of the Yukon. Several small claim blocks 
covering zinc in soil anomalies staked by Mr. R.Berdah1 of Whitehorse, Yukon, were allowed to lapse by 
early 1997. The locations of these blocks are currently covered by the Lightninflempest property. The 
Plata lead-zinc property is located roughly fiQ kilometers to the east. Limited exploration and staking of 
similar occurrences to the west of this has been done. 

Approximately 400 claims, primarily the Gotcha and Gotit Claims were tied onto the west, north. and south 
boundaries of the Lightninflempest Property in early 1998 by International Kodiak Resources. 
International Kodiak conducted an airborne survey across their property and plan fnrther exploration in 
2000. 





1.5 Property Exploration Historj 

Baritic and pyritic sediments and strongly limonitic float encountered during reconnaissance traversing by 
Viceroy Exploration (Canada) Inc. (VEC) led to the staking of the Lightning 1-12 Claims in June 1997. A 
series of stratigraplucally controlled iron seeps along the north flank of the ridge roughly six kilometres to 
the east led to the stalang of the Tempest 1-12 Claims. Assay results of silt sampling revealing a 
widespread gold anomaly led to the addition of the Lightning 13-152 Claims and Tempest 13-60 Claims 
(Figure 2). Work in 1998 delineated several potential metallogenic zones across the property. 

In early 1999 W C  transferred its 100%interest in the property to NovaGold Resources Inc. which 
performed an exploration program in July. 

Table 1 below lists detailed claim status, including assessment status and expiry dates. Figure 2 is a Claim 
Location Map showing recorded claim locations. 

Table 1: Status of Lightninflempest Claims after 1999 Filing 

I Claim Name 1 Grant No. 1 Number I Owner 1 New Expiry Date 

1.6 Work Program 

Lightning 001 - 012 
Lightning 013 - 150 
Lightning 152 
Tempest 001 - 004 
Tempest 006 
Tempest 008 - 01 2 
Tempest 013 - 026 
Tempest 027 - 060 
Lightning 151 
Tempest 005 
Tempest 007 

The 1999 work program consisted of several closely spaced reconnaissance traverses involving geological 
mapping rock and silt sampling, and B-horizon soil sampling at lOOm intervals. Traversing was done 
across central and extreme north-western areas. A total of 25 rock, 113 soil and 4 silt samples were taken. 
All sampling was described in detail; data was entered into Micros. Excel spreadsheet programs and 
combined with matching assay results. 

1.6.1 Sample Preparation and Assay Procedure 

YB80993-104 
YB98044-181 
YB98183 
YB80969-72 
YB80974 
YB80976-980 
YB81387-400 
YB97902-935 
YB98182 
YB80973 
YB80975 

Samples taken in 1999 were sent to NAL Laboratories of Whitehorse for gold lire assay analysis, then sent 
to IPL Laboratories in Vancouver for 30-element ICP analysis. At NAL, samples were pulverizedto -100 
mesh, then subject to 30-gram fire assay analysis with AA (atomic absorption) finish. 

Of Claims 
12 

138 
1 
4 
1 
5 
14 
35 
1 
1 
1 

NovaGold Resources Inc. 

NovaGold Resources Inc. 

. - 

2-SepOO 

2-Sep-01 



All rock soil and silt sampling was quantifably recorded in the field to ensure a high degree of quality 
control, and entered into standardized spreadsheet programs. Criteria for each sample included: sample 
tqpe, width of chip sampling lithology, alteration and mineralization, and "UTM" location. All sample 
locations have been tied into UTM co-ordinates and have been plotted. A sample database in Microsoft 
Excel format is included and can be interfaced with Autocad Map or MapInfo software programs. 

1.6.2 Personnel 

The following personnel did all applicable work for assessment: 

Geologists: G. Johnson Senior Geologist 
C. Schulze Project Geologist 
S. Soloviev Geologist 

Field Technicians: 
S. Erdman 

Pilots: Barry Guthrie 
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CHAPTER 2: GEOLOGY 

2.1 Regional Geology 

The Lightninflempest Property is located within the Selwyn Basin which consists of a broad package of 
Paleozoic sediments extending ESE from north-west of Dawson City to the Yukon-NWT border north of 
the major NW-SE trending ~&tina Fault Zone. This stratigraphy co&ists of shallow shelf to off-shelf 
marine clastic and chemical sediments, as well as basinal clastic sediments derived from the Ancient North 
American Platform to the northeast. Age of deposition ranges from Late Precambrian to Permian At least 
two major episodes of rifting have occurred: the first during deposition of the Late Precambrian Hyland 
Group sediments (Table 2): and the second during deposition of the Devono-Mississippian Earn Group . . 
sediments. These major riff zones often host poorly sorted coarse clastic sediments, such as debris flows or 
turbidite horizons. Several episodes of continental uplift have led to periods of increased erosion and 
resulting continental margin or miogeosynclinal deposition, resulting in the creation of sequences of 
comparatively high energy, shallow water sediments often coarsely grained and variably calcareous. 
These are separated by strata formed under deeper, quieter water conditions, resulting in formation of fine 
clastic sediments and chert. The Mid-Cretaceous Tombstone-Tungsten Suite (95-89 Ma) has been 
emplaced within the Selwyn Basin. Intrusives of this suite occur along an ESE trending belt extending for 
over 500 kilometres from north-west of Daw-son City, Yukon to the Yukon-MNT border. Intrusives are 
believed to control much of the economic gold mineralization within the Selwyn Basin. 

Extensive thrust faulting along the entire extent of the Selwp Basin began during Late Jurassic time, 
resulting in creation of a compressional regime. Most thrust faults are oriented roughly ESE, dipping to the 
south-west, subparallel to the overall ESE trend of stratigraphy. Several major regional thrust faults were 
formed including the Dawson Thrusf Tombstone Thrust, and Robert S e ~ c e  Thrust. This regional 
heation has been overprinted by a slightly less pronounced north-northwest trending lineatioq marked by 
high angle orthogonal faults suggesting the compressional regime was followed by an extensional tectonic 
regime. 

2.2 Property Geology 

The property overlies a sequence of WNW trending Devonian to Mississippian Earn Group clastic 
sediments suggesting a compressional regime (Fig. 3). Towards the northeast, Earn Group sediments 
consist primarily of chert pebble conglomerate with lesser greywacke and sandstone (Fig. 4 - 6). The clasts 
are largely derived from Road River Group chert and shale. Elsewhere on the property, Earn Group 
sediments tend to be more finely graineQ consisting of shale to siltstone, locally graphitic, with localized 
chloritic members. Two major units of Road River Group chert, phyllite, siltstone, and shale overlie this 
sequence, probably along south dipping thrust fault contacts. These sediments, often weakly calcareous, 
have undergone brecciation with subsequent quartz stockwork development near these contacts. Weakly to 
strongly baritic, variably pyritic sediments occur along western portions of the base of the northernRoad 
River Group member. To the east, a series of iron seeps at roughly the same elevation along most streams 
along the north flank of the prominent ridge marks the thrust contact. 

Several narrow quartz porphyritic monzonite dikes comprise a lOOm wide WNW trending zone within 
Earn Group sediments slightly north of the northern thrust fault contact. Several other similar dikes occur 
within the southern Road River Group unit. At least two lamprophye occurrences have been identified as 
well as fairly abundant silicified pyritic diorite float near the western baritic sediments. 



A pronounced WNW trending lineament occurs north ofthe northern thrust fault, roughly parallel to local 
stratigraphy (Fig. 5,6). Similar lineaments occur across central and extreme southern areas, often near dike 
occurrences. These appear to have been offset by a largely NNE mending extensional fault ~pgime. 

Results from 1999 geological mapping and geochemical sampling within north-central areas continue to 
indicate the presence of an east-sontheast trending, south dipping thrustfault emplacing Earn Group 
strongly graphitic black shale atop underlying Road River group phyllite and shale. Well developed quartz 
and quartz-carbonate stockwork and veining extendacross the contact, associated with strong liqonitic 
staining and local pyrite boxwork. The strong graphitic alteration and minedied veining suggest 
significant tectonic movement occurredalong this fault plane, together with substantial hydrothermal fluid 
emplacement. This thrust fault may be one of several similar subparallel thrust faults in this region aking 
as conduits for fluid movement and possible subsequent metal depqsition. 



TABLE 2: LIGHTNING PROPERTY STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN 

Age 

Mid-Cretaceous 

Devonian - Mississippian 

Devonian 

Ordovician-Early Devonian 

Ordovician-Early Devonian 

Group 

Tombstone Plutonic Sule 
(Sewn Plutonic Sule) 

Earn Group 

Earn Group 

Road River Group 

Road River Group 

Formation (Lithology) 

Monzonle. 
Quartz Monronle 

coeval SoUlh Fork Volcanics 

Prevost Formation 

Portal Lake Formation 

Steel Farmetion 

Duo Lake Formation 

Geology Map 
Designation 

Kqm. Kg 

DMp (Drne) 

DP (Dm4 

(OSDr) 

Osd (OSDr) 

Rock Code 

OM, MO 

CH. ARG 
ARGG 

CH, ARG, 
ARGG 

SS 

CH, SLT, 
ARG 

Description 

Felsic to intermediate quanz monzonlic, monzonlic. 
to quad2 dioRic intrusives. The name 'Seiwyn Suite" 
oflen applies to eastern portion of the sule. Anvil lntrusives 
and cmval South Fork Volcanics now considered part 
of TomDstone Suiie; varying phases due to different 
fraclionation states rather than a sepante major 
intrusive event. 

Brwn peathering shale, grey to grey-brawn weathering 
chert-pebble conglomerate. dark grey-black chert-quartz 
sandstone. 

Argillie, chert, minor sandstone and conglomerate. Black siliceous 
argilliie form lower member. May contain minor greywacke, siltstone 
and bariiic horizons. 

Weakly to moderately calcareous orange westhering mudstone to 
sillstong, offen bidurbated refkcling oxygenated M o r n  water 
condlians. Bariiic horizons d e n  form distinctive upper members 
near tcq of formation. 

Black amillite and massive to thick bedded chen, weathers 
bluish W i e .  local tan limonlic weathering. 
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CHAPTER 3: MINERALIZATION 

The shuchml setting of the LightningiTempest Property is favourable for emplacement of significant 
mineralization. The Eam and Road River Group sediments near the fault contacts have undergone 
extensive quartz stockworking with moderate limonitic staining. The northern quartz monzonite dikes just 
south of the lineament have undergone weak argillic alteration and silicification, and contain 1-2% fine to 
medium grained disseminated pyrite. The greenish dike material hosts fracture controlled quar!z stockwork 
zones and may indicate h e  grained scorodite. Values to 735 ppb Au mith low silver values were returned 
from these dikes (Plate 2). 

Towards the north boundary, silicified diorite dike float within the Lightning 1-12 Claims along the 
headwaters of a sheam returning anomalous gold and pathfinder elements containing up to 5% pyrite and 
minor pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite, returned low values. Values to 165 ppb Au were returned from a 
lamprophyre dike. Minor strongly limonitic float identified at the Berdahl Showings failed to return 
significant metal values. No significant values were returned from the femcrete showings. 

Encouraging results have been returned from detailed stilt sampling across the property, including 
definition of a northern anomalous area covering six square kilometers along a 4.5 kilometre trend. Within 
this, elevated gold values to 100 ppb An with silver values to 118 gpt Ag occur along the pronounced 
northem lineament, suggesting a possible mineralized corridor up to twelve kilometres long. Weakly 
elevated gold values to 50 ppb Au were returned from soil sampling across this lineament. Elevated gold 
and silver values were returned from detailed silt sampling at a specific elevation within chert pebble 
conglomerate along this comdor in the northeastern area. Also along this lineament towards the west 
margin of the Tempest 1-12 Claims, detailed silt sampling returnedvalues to 300 ppb Au and > 100 gpt Ag 
with strongly elevated mercury, and elevated arsenic and antimony values. Local hand trenching revealed 
quartz stockwork zones within Eam Group greywacke, which returned values to 40 ppb Au; this is 
probably not the source of the pronounced anomalies. The northern quartz monzonite dikes occur nearby 
and are probably related to the lineament. However, associated low silver values suggest the dikes are not 
the direct some  of the coincident gold-silver anomalies. 

A number of similar gold-silver anomalies in silt returning up to 90 ppb Au occur along a subparallel 
Lmeament near the south propem boundary. A third area of anomalous gold in silt values to 90 ppb occurs 
along a north-south trending lineament in the central area. These widespread strong silt anomalies suggest 
sigtnficant structurally controlled subsurface mineralization may exist at several localities within the 
property. Although base metal values are locally weakly elevated the high precious metal values indicate a 
predominantly gold-silver source, as opposed to a massive sulfide source with minor associated precious 
metal. 

Rock sampling of the north-central dike showing discovered in 1998 containing several ESE trending 
mouzonitic dikes with abundant quartz veining returned values to 706 ppb Au, with elevated antimony 
values to 32 pprn Sb, roughly repeating 1998 results. Minor stibnite veining also occurs, returning a value 
of 123 ppb Ay with 11.2 ppm Ag, 0.11% Cq 3.09% Sb and 11 ppm Hg. 

Soil and silt samplmg in 1999 delineated a broad 1400m x SOOm gold and pathfinder element anomaly 
coinciding with the interpreted thrust fault emplacing Earn Group graphitic shale onto Road River Group 
phyllite to shale. This occurs roughly one kilometre southwest of the main dike showing. The anomaly is 
comprised of consistently weakly anomalous goldvalues to 35 ppb Au with moderately anomalous silver to 
9.5 gpt Ag (10.6 gpt Ag h m  silt sampling), anomalous zinc and arsenic values to 1051 ppm Zn and 200 
ppm As respectively, and strongly anomalous antimony values to 50 ppm Sb. This is locdlly capped by an 
area of near background values, suggesting the anomalous area may be stratabound or structurally 
controlled The anomaly is associated with an area of abundant breccia and fracture conholled quartz 
veining within graplntic argillite, possibly delineatinga thrust fault. Abundant femcrete occurs at specific 
elevations along streams draining the area Anomalous gold values, often associated with elevated base 
metal and pathfinder values, were returned from previous geochemical sampling acmss westward 



extensions of this thrust fault. Similar values were returned from the next fault contact to the north, which 
is proximal to both the dike showings and the strongly anomalous coincident gold and silver-in-silt 
anomalies. 

An anomalous area was delineated along the west flank of the valley hosting strongly anomalous gold in 
silt values, south-west of the thrust fault anomaly. A value of 22 ppb A d  600m with weakly anomalous 
copper and zinc values was returned from soil sampling. A weak coincident gold-copper-zinc anomaly was 
delineated within the extreme north-western areas. The most northern sample obtainedfrom the same area 
returned 90 ppb Au. 



CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS 

The LightninglTempest Property is located within the Selwyn Basin which consists of a broad package of 
Paleozoic sediments extending ESE from north-west of Dawson City to the Yukon-NWT border north of 
the major NW-SE trending Tintina Fault Zone. This stratigraphy consists of shallow shelf to off-shelf 
marine clastic and chemical sediments, as well as basinal clastic sediments derived from the Ancient North 
American Platform to the northeast. Age of deposition ranges from Late Precambrian to Permian Several 
episodes of continental uvlifl have led to wriods of increased erosion and resultimg continental marpin or 
&ogeosynclinal deposit& resulting in the creation of sequences of comprameG high energy, shhow 
water sediments, separated bv strata formed under d e a r ,  auieter water conditions, resulting in formation * . -  
of fine clastic sediments andchert. The Mid-Cretaceous Tombstone-Tungsten Suite occurs& an ESE 
trending belt extending for over 500 kilometres from the Alaskan border to the Yukon-NWT border. 
Intmsives are believed to control much of the economic gold mineralization within the Selwyn Basin. 

Extensive thrust faulting began during Late Jurassic time, resulting in creation of an ESE trending, south 
dipping compressional regime. Several major regional thrust faults were formed including the Dawson 
T h s t  Tombstone Thrust, and Robert S e ~ c e  Thrust. This regional lineation has been overprinted by a 
slightly less pronounced north-northwest trending lineation, m;;ked by high angle orthogonil faults 
suggesting the compressional regime was followed by an extensional tectonic regime. 

The Lightninflempest Property is underlain by a WNW-trendmg sequence of thrnst-faulted members of 
Earn Group chert pebble conglomerate, greywacke and shale, and Road River Group shale and phyllite. 
Several altered quartz porphyritic monzonite dikes, including a set just north of the northern fault, extend 
roughly parallel to stratigraphy. Minor diorite and lamprophyre dikes occur at several locations. 

Closely spaced reconnaissance traversing and local detailed exploration have revealed several broad gold 
geochemical anomalies across the property. The most significant is a six square kilometre area of strongly 
anomalous goldvalues in silt along an ESE trending lineament within northern parts of the proply. 
Coincident gold-silver anomalies with values to 300 ppb Au and 118 gpt Ag were returned from this zone. 
Sampling of the northern dike occurrence returned values to 735 ppb Aq with low silver values, implying a 
separate local some for coincident gold-silver anomalies. 

Geological magping and geochemical sampling in 1999 indicate a local intensif~cation of the compressional 
regime underlying the northern area of the property. The lineaments have been interpreted as east-southeast 
trending south dipping thrust faults with possible transpressional reactivation Results from 1999 
exploration roughly one kilometre south-west of the main dike occurrence indicate an east-southeast 
trending south dipping thrust fault emplacing Earn Group strongly graphitic black shale atop underlying 
Road River group phyllite and shale. Well developed limonitic quartz and quark-carbonate stockwork and 
veining extends across the contact. The strong gra@tic alteration suggests sigruficant tectonic movement 
occurred along this fault plane, associated with substantial hydrothermal fluid emplacement. 

This thrust fault may be one of several similar subparallel thrust faults in this region acting as conduits for 
fluid movement and possible subsequent metal deposition. Soil and silt sampling in 1999 delineated a 
broad 1400m x 5OOm gold and pathfinder element anomaly coinciding with the interpreted thrust fault 
southwest of the main dike occurrence. The anomaly is comprised of consistently weakly anomalous gold 
d u e s  to 35 ppb Au with moderately anomalous silver to 9.5 gpt Ag with anomalous zinc, antimony and 
arsenic values. Abundant fenicrete occurs at specific elevations along streams dmining the area. Similar 
anomalous gold and pawider element values were returned fiom previous sampling across westward 
extensions of this fault and the next fault contact to the north, which is proximal to both the dike showings 
and the strongly anomalous coincident gold and silver-in-silt anomalies. 

Two other significant areas of coincident gold - silver anomalies in silt occur in central and southern areas 
respectively. These widespread anomalies suggest significant structurally controlled subswface 
mineralization may exist at several locations across the property. Although base metal values are locally 
weakly elevated, the high precious metal and pathfinder element values indicate a gold-silver source. 



CHAPTER FNE: RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Lighm@Tempest Property contains sizeable geochemical anomalies suggestive of significant deep- 
seated mineralized settings. However, a commitmek must be undeaaken towards an exploration program 
capable of delineating deep-seated or overburden covered prospects through staged exploration phases. 

Initially, a cut and flagged grid should be emplaced across the large northern geochemical anomaly, 
followed by detailed geological mapping, rock and soil sampling Particular attention should be placed on 
analysis of pathfinder elements, including silver, to determine the locations of different metallogenic 
settings. Channel sampling should be done across the mineralized northern dikes. The strongly anomalous 
silt occurrence returning 300 ppb Au should be extensively prospected for mineralized outcrop or 
rubblecrop; results may warrant a mechanized trenching program. Strong local limonitic staining and 
abundant ferricrete occurrences along many geochemical anomalies suggest fairly abundant sulphide 
mineralization. Geophysical exploration, particularly surface EM and Induced Polarization surveys across 
these zones, are recommended to detect this style of mineralization, as well as stratigaphic contacts. 

This phase shall be focused on delineation of drill targets; if none are viable, exploration across the 
property should then be discontinued 
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